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Abstract. The software development approach called model-driven engineering
has become increasingly widespread. The continuous integration practice has also
been gaining the importance. Some works have shown that both can improve the
software development process. The problem is that the model-driven engineering is
still a very active research topic lacking its maturity, what translates into difficulties
in optimal incorporation of the continuous integration practice in the process. We
present an experience report in which we show the problems we have detected in
a real project and how we have solved them. Thus, we increase the productivity
of development and the non-technical people are able to modify already deployed
applications. Finally, we incorporate an evaluation that shows the benefits of the
proposed union.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A common problem in computer science is the growth of software development
complexity due to customer demand for more features and fewer errors [26]. Fur-
thermore, due to continuous advancements in the technology, it has become nec-
essary to utilize software in multiple domains and professional areas. This leads
to problems such as development teams becoming experts in one particular area,
necessitating an adjustment period as the team tackles new challenges in other pro-
fessional areas. Additionally, there are also many technology platforms indicating
that development could be greatly optimized if we could reuse not only part of the
source code that is generated every day for different platforms, but also the exper-
tise acquired by ourselves or others in a specific domain [11]. Thus, to perform
the increasingly complex software development we consider hiring more staff. How-
ever, increasing our production capacity through the industrialization of software,
as seen in many other sectors, may be a better solution than increasing the volume
of developers [40].

Nevertheless, software engineering continually offers new tools that, when prop-
erly used, can help in the difficult task of developing software complying with the
triple constraint of a project management (scope, time and cost) that is cited in nu-
merous sources such as Frame [20] or the Project Management Institute (PMI) [51].
Thus, a relatively new software development approach called Model-Driven Engi-
neering (MDE) [33] (a.k.a. Model-Driven Development or Model-Driven Software
Development) has appeared.

MDE raises the level of abstraction of the traditional languages (e.g., C++ and
Java), allowing the use of concepts close to the domains of the problems. The
practice of Continuous Integration (CI) [3], which enables greater control of the
project status and identifies problems and errors early in the development cycle, is
also on the rise. Works such as Volter and Stahl [73] or Duvall et al. [18] have shown
that both tools improve the productivity of software development and the quality
of the final products, although a lack of research still remains.

The motivation for this work has its origin in a previous application of MDE [22],
which minimized the development time of food traceability systems tailored to the
specific needs of each customer. However, during the completion of that work we
noted the absence of tools for using CI in the development process through model-
driven initiatives. This observation prompted us to propose the following two tasks
that could have been helpful for both the development team and the customer:

• Integrate model-driven projects: the development team has been unable to suc-
cessfully carry out the practice of CI because the work was a model-driven
development rather than a code-driven one.

• Allow domain experts to modify software systems: changes in models represent-
ing the domain of the problem required the regeneration of all the artifacts and
the redeployment of the application; therefore, it was impossible for customers
to modify software systems by themselves without any help from technical staff.
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However, these tasks were not completed successfully. The overall aim of this
work is to present a relation that combines CI and MDE, which is called Model-
Driven Continuous Integration (MDCI). To achieve MDCI, we created a prototype
for quantitatively evaluating the benefits of the approach. Thus, the two main
sub-objectives of this work are as follows:

• Integrate model-driven projects: the goal is for different members of the devel-
opment team to be able to properly integrate model-driven projects in a dis-
tributed and continuous way, as they do for traditional developments. This
objective would have many benefits, including risk reduction, bug fixes, better
relationships with customers, higher morale for the development team, improved
estimations, immediate availability of the latest version of code, improved col-
laborative capabilities of the team, and cost reduction1.

• Allow domain experts to modify software systems: the goal is for different ex-
perts in a domain to be able to change software models created for that domain in
a distributed way, causing applications to change dynamically and transparently
to the users of modeling tools. Thus, experts in the knowledge domain would be
allowed to modify the deployed applications themselves to meet customer needs.
This need has already been explored in works such as Volter [72]:

You want to develop application logic at a higher level of abstraction than
the level provided by the programming language use, for example because
you want domain experts to program.

Due to the use of CI, the present study goes a step further; allowing actions, such
as deploying the system, managing the version history of system models, gener-
ating change reports, notifying third parties, or creating tests, to be performed
in a manner that is transparent to domain experts.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents an over-
view of MDE and CI concepts; Section 3 discusses some problems found in achieving
our objectives; Section 4 shows the proposed solution that led to the MDCI proto-
type; Section 5 offers a quantitative evaluation through three case studies; finally,
Section 6 indicates our conclusions and outlines the future work to be done.

2 STATE OF THE ART

2.1 Model-Driven Engineering

The history of software development is inevitably related to different generations of
programming languages, for instance, machine language, assembly language, proce-
dural languages, object-oriented languages and, according to some authors, aspect-
oriented languages, the latest generation of languages until the appearance of MDE.

1 Fowler, Martin. Continuous Integration http://martinfowler.com/articles/

continuousIntegration.html (February 10, 2012)
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Each new generation of languages increases the level of abstraction of their concepts,
thereby increasing the productivity of development. This is because, in addition to
using terms closer to the way humans communicate, one can use more sophisticated
instructions. The last great leap for increasing productivity and quality of software
development via increases in the level of abstraction was the occurrence of MDE.

MDE is a paradigm that elevates models to first-class citizens in the field of
Software Engineering [37]. It is based on the separation of the functionality of the
system and the development of such a system for a specific platform, that is, it seeks
to clearly separate the analysis and design of the programming. Models are used to
achieve this goal [58]. A model is a set of formal elements that describes something
that is being developed for a specific purpose; these elements can be analyzed using
several methods [41]. From these models, transformations are typically performed
to automatically generate artifacts in a lower level of abstraction (e.g., source code
of a programming language such as Java or C#, documentation, tests, etc. [73]).

According to Selic [59], there are two types of complexities in the software de-
velopment. First, essential complexity is inevitable and is directly related to the
problem to be solved. Second, arbitrary complexity is due to the tools and methods
used during development. MDE serves to decrease the arbitrary complexity, raising
the level of abstraction and avoiding lexical, syntactic and semantic problems with
different programming languages that exist and will exist in the future.

The use of MDE also has a cost. It is not always profitable for a company to
make the extra effort required to use models, generally through the use of a textual or
graphical Domain-Specific Language (DSL) [5]. Thus, some authors recommend the
use of MDE in the so-called software product lines [71] and give, as a reference point,
three developments (or even less) [57] to obtain a positive Return On Investment
(ROI). Some works indicate that the reason why there is still a lack of adoption by
industry is a poor tool support. However, other works say that problems have to do
with social and organizational factors [75] to achieve greater adoption and there is
a need for a progressive change to adopt MDE successfully [29].

2.2 Continuous Integration

CI is a software development practice by which different members of a development
team integrate their work frequently to get a full or partially full work, usually once
per day [28]. Each integration is performed with an automatic build of software,
generally accompanied by unit, quality, accessibility or coverage tests, to detect
errors as quickly as possible. It also can generate reports to show the results of each
integration.

The main advantage of this practice is the reduction of integration problems
and greater cohesion in software development, thus increasing software quality and
reducing risks [18]. Authors such as McConnell [39], Olsson [49] or Ebert et al. [19]
have also noted many advantages. With regard to costs, there are many economic
data justifying the use of CI. Thus, Boehm said that the cost of removing a software
defect grows exponentially at each stage in which it was not detected [7]. In addi-
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tion, other studies have confirmed this theory. In Sharpe [60], it was explained how
the cost of repairing a bug is a dollar when the software is being developed. After
integration with the rest of code, its correction will cost more than a hundred dollars
and when the software has already been distributed, the correction will cost thou-
sands of dollars. Meanwhile, a study by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) has shown that software bugs make the United States spend
$ 60 million each year [66]. NIST also has discovered that almost 80 % of the total
projects cost is intended to correct their faults.

CI is a practice recommended by many software methodologies. For example, it
was picked as one of the 12 original practices of Extreme Programming (XP) [3] and
is part of the Unified Process (UP) recommendations [30]. It is like a member of
the development team that is responsible for monitoring the source code, compiling
each change, testing the code and notifying the team of any problems that occurred
during the process [53]. In the absence of real case studies validating the benefits
offered by CI, works like St̊ahl and Bosch [64] have appeared exploring the benefits
from projects in a large company.

Finally, it is important to note that some authors such as Olsson [49] have
also mentioned the disadvantages of CI, though they are almost negligible in rela-
tion to the benefits offered. These disadvantages are mainly the possible need for
a CI-specific server or the need to train developers to upload the code correctly. In
addition, it is difficult to adopt CI with legacy systems since those systems usually
are not properly designed to be integrated with some tools on which continuous inte-
gration relies (e.g. unit or integration tests) to provide feedback on the construction
of the system. However, this would not be a problem in this work because when
a system is developed using an MDE approach it is usually re-engineered [54] or
started from scratch [21].

Figure 1 shows an overview of how CI is carried out:

1. The idea is that different members of a development team work against a repos-
itory managed by a Version Control System (VCS) [62] which facilitates collab-
orative and distributed works.

2. The CI tool is waiting for changes in the application repository.

3. There can be different types of triggers that make the CI tool check the state of
the repository (e.g. a time interval, an exact date, the success of a compilation
of another program).

4. When changes in the repository are detected, various tasks are undertaken to
build artifacts through automated scripts by using tools such as Ant2:

• During the compilation phase libraries or applications are generated.

• During the testing phase tests on the source code or on the application are
conducted.

2 The Apache Software Foundation. The Apache Ant Project http://ant.apache.

org/ (December 19, 2012)
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Figure 1. Continuous Integration

• During the reporting and metrics phase studies are tracked. For example,
the percentage of code coverage is monitored.

• During the documentation phase help files and documentation from the com-
ments made in the code are created.

• There may be other steps such as the construction of an installer for the
application.

5. If there is any mistake or problem during artifact generation, the tool would
report to the CI responsible using some system (e.g. Web, email, RSS). This
mistake or problem would be corrected as soon as possible, thus re-launching
the CI process.

6. If generation of the artifacts works properly, the output of the reports and
metrics phase could be sent to the management team and the output of the
documentation phase could be sent to a hypothetical support team.

7. Assuming that the construction has been successful, the software is deployed
in a computer where even more tests could be run since not all tests can be
automated (e.g. some usability tests).
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Figure 2. Model-Driven Continuous Integration

3 PROBLEMS IN ACHIEVING THE OBJECTIVES

On the one hand, CI tools are becoming increasingly popular as companies become
more aware of the many benefits of successfully integrating code, such as risk and
cost reduction [18].

On the other hand, companies want to reduce costs and create quality products;
they do not want to reinvent the wheel during every development. For this reason,
the model-driven development approach is gaining popularity [23].

In this paper, we create an association between MDE and CI that allows for
study of the direct relationship between the two concepts. Figure 2 shows an over-
view of how MDCI is carried out. Two differences from a traditional case could be
as follows:

• Although CI tools often provide support for multiple repositories, usually only
one is used or needed. We use three repositories, one of them specific for models,
since MDE is usually performed using a distinction between the following three
types of artifacts [68]:

1. artifacts common to the entire product family [14] that can use a shared
repository for all the products from the same family,
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2. artifacts that are specific to a particular product and therefore use their own
repository, and

3. artifacts that are models used to generate other artifacts and therefore also
use their own model-oriented repository [48].

• An incremental model-driven generator will be used. It will be integrated with
the CI tool to generate artifacts when necessary. This will be done using exten-
sion points of a large number of CI tools.

Current MDE technologies are not fully capable of allowing CI tools to function
efficiently in conjunction with model-driven development. The difficulties are mainly
due to the fact that MDE is still under assessment and its maturity has still to be
achieved. In the following section, we outline some of the problems encountered
and the necessary changes that were necessary to develop an integrated approach.
The work is divided into partial objectives to facilitate tracking of progress and
identification of benefits. There are still few studies that relate MDE to CI. For
example Szabo and Chen [65] mention the need for them to use a CI server in
future versions of their model-driven approach. Rumpe [55] explains that we should
be able to organize our model-driven project in a way that the components can
be developed independently, but ideally with a CI tool. However, we have not
found practical works with a proposal to make a real integration between MDE and
CI.

3.1 Selection of an MDE Initiative

It is possible to develop software systems using the MDE paradigm through the
use of similar, yet technologically different, initiatives. For example, Model-Driven
Architecture (MDA) [43] is based on the use of standards. Other initiatives, such
as Software Factories (SFs) [24], are more productive due to the benefit of a greater
integration with the target platform and the possibility of using a higher level of
abstraction [68], but generally do not use standards.

The first issue we found was that version control systems intended for models and
generators of MDE artifacts, which can be used in a CI process, use many different
technologies. Thus, we wanted to use standards to promote portability, reusability
and interoperability, yet we also wanted to benefit from using other approaches.
Therefore, we need to reach a compromise that favors the use of standards while
allowing the use of DSLs that are not based on standards. It is important because
even when MDE is becoming increasingly important, immaturity in MDE due to for
example lack of quality and integrated toolsets [69] makes the way to be followed in
the future unclear.

Through the use of this strategy most available model-related tools, both stan-
dard and non-standard based, could be used.
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3.2 Version Control Systems for Models

As software is developed, it is very common that different versions of software are
deployed on different computers while developers are working simultaneously on fur-
ther improvements, updates or corrections of errors. Therefore, it is very important
to have a fully localized version history so that the contents of each version are
clear. Moreover, for large software developments, teamwork is essential and requires
a system capable of managing the changes made by different members of the devel-
opment team in a transparent manner; keeping a record of who made each change.
VCSs [62] have evolved greatly over the years to meet this need.

It is difficult to apply VCSs to models because there are still some unsolved
problems [2, 44, 52]. For example, current VCSs do not properly detect when there
is a new version of a model due to its internal graph structure [34]. In fact, there is
no approach to compute the differences between graph-like models yet. As a result,
no general model version control system exists today [42]. Thus, CI tools working
with current VCSs are not suitable for working with models. It is necessary to use
a specific tool for models; that is a Model Version Control System (MVCS) to make
working with CI tools more efficient. Some other problems related to MVCS (e.g.,
unsupportive conflict resolution or inflexible VCS), although very important and
interesting, are out of the scope of this work.

A MVCS would reduce the number of times the CI tool identifies false changes
or no changes in input models manipulated by users of modeling tools. This feature
would allow the CI tool to run scripts only when necessary.

3.3 User-Friendly and Uniform Interface

User interfaces are very important in today’s software and are the focus of numerous
research studies. The goal of these studies is to find a way to display information
in an effective and user-friendly way [61]. Similarly, CI tools typically incorporate
a module or dashboard that provides the user with feedback regarding the ongoing
background integration activities.

By default, CI tools are not designed to work with model-driven artifact gen-
erators. However, most CI tools can run command-line applications, allowing the
use of generators with command-line support to easily obtain artifacts. In this way,
we could not directly interpret the generated output in a user-friendly and homo-
geneous manner. Also, feedback from generations could not be distributed by the
CI tool in an appropriate manner. To achieve a good user experience, we need to
integrate the model-driven generator and the CI tool using extension points.

The benefit of this approach would be that feedback from the execution of the
generator would be attainable in a user-friendly manner. Thus, we may distinguish,
in a user-friendly and uniform interface (CI tool), whether or not the operation
has been successful, what artifacts have been generated, and whether the generator
provided any relevant information. The CI tool could then display information using
graphical interfaces or notify those responsible for incidents.
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3.4 Incremental Generation of Artifacts

Traditional incremental compilers, such as the incremental Java compiler that is
built into the Eclipse Platform3, provide the following benefits that could be extrap-
olated to MDE:

• Avoid having to rebuild the whole application with each change, which prevents
lost time and increases efficiency.

• Allow almost instantaneous re-compiling when code changes are small.

• Reduce the granularity of compilation units while keeping the semantics of the
language.

• Avoid complete recompiles guided by the developer, which leads to a more in-
teractive development environment because the developer can learn from errors
almost instantaneously.

However, current model-driven generators require that each artifact is always
regenerated, except for very limited cases with specific tools, such as OptimalJ [15].
To combat this issue, we need to make the generators work incrementally, generating
only the minimum artifacts necessary for each use.

The benefit of using this incremental system in a model-driven way is a reduction
in the number of artifacts that are regenerated after modifications in the models.
It is important to note that the higher the number of artifacts regenerated, the
greater the probability of having to recompile code, redo tests, or re-analyze the
output. In other words, the higher the number of artifacts regenerated the greater
the impact on the deployed system. Some works such as Schaefer [56] talk about
the importance of incremental model-driven developments, although this issue is
currently being investigated and there is still a clear lack of final tools.

4 PROPOSED SOLUTION

We encountered several difficulties implementing the proposed architecture mainly
due to the lack of appropriate MDE tools. The work completed to carry out the
objectives is discussed below. This work is divided into four partial goals that will
allow a clearer overview of the work.

4.1 Selection of an MDE Initiative

Works like Kelly and Tolvanen [32] or Cook [16] have shown that using only MDA it
is difficult to build complete software solutions for problems beyond a certain level of
complexity. However, although other initiatives such as SFs try to create complete
solutions, they pay the price of having to focus on a specific architecture, losing the
portability and interoperability offered by MDA [73].

3 The Eclipse Foundation. http://www.eclipse.org/ (January 14, 2013)
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To solve this problem, we draw upon our previous work. In that study, we pro-
posed TALISMAN MDE (TMDE), which is novel in its use of a mixture of principles
to achieve maximum productivity with maximum possible interoperability, porta-
bility and reusability. For current problems, we believed that the most reasonable
approach was a mix of the two main existing proposals, MDA and SFs, in which
we could generate a fixed part of the system using best practices for one specific
platform and generate other parts of the system through the four-layer MDA ar-
chitecture [43] from a DSL, perhaps of a higher level of abstraction. This mix was
viewed as the way to achieve the best possible features using the minimum amount
of source code. To achieve this hybrid system, we used bridges between metamodels,
as evaluated in Tolosa [67]. In Bezivin et al. [9, 10], further details and examples of
bridges between metamodels can be seen. These bridges were used so that in the fu-
ture someone could easily migrate the system to another platform. See Garćıa-Dı́az
et al. [21] for further information.

The proposed solution can be seen as a way to avoid having to restrict the use
of certain tools. For example, if the development team designs a DSL using the DSL
Tools [17], then the system would make a transformation from the metamodel used
by the tool to the standard metamodel, that is, the Meta-Object Facility (MOF) [50],
leaving the rest of the prototype intact.

4.2 Version Control Systems for Models

Although there are several proposals that address the need for version control sys-
tems for models, such as Murta et al. [44] or Altmanninger [1], there is no complete
software that can implement these proposals. To adapt CI systems to MVCS, there
are two main issues that must be addressed. First, there is no complete implemen-
tation of a functional MVCS, and second, there is obviously no CI tool that offers
support for MVCSs.

To achieve the aims of this work, it was necessary to have a MVCS. This need
led to the use of a prototype or to the development of a tool that simulates the
behavior of the proposals made by the most relevant authors in this area. The idea,
based on the problems cited in Oliveira et al. [48], was to decide in each commitment
of the sources the unit of versioning (UV)4 that would yield the maximum flexibility
in testing. According to Oliveira et al., choosing the UV in each case is very inter-
esting from a semantic point of view because for every problem in each particular
application domain we may be interested in increasing or decreasing the granularity
with which it is decided whether a change in a model can be seen as a new version of
that model. The importance here is to make testing and code generation only when
strictly necessary for each case, thus reducing the impact of changes. Of course, the
granularity with which it performs depends on many factors such as the ability of
the developers or the time available to adjust the settings, but the idea would still
be trying not to redo things if they are not strictly necessary. Models are stored in

4 The UV is the smallest unit used to consider that there is a new version in the model
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a repository that is checked by the CI tool. Thus, when the tool detects a new ver-
sion of the model, it launches the build step. Figure 3, based mainly on the ideas of
Oliveira et al. [48], shows that with the developed prototype we can freely configure
the UV for each case. Thus maximum interaction with CI tools is achieved. That
way we take the control of exactly when a new version of a model is introduced in
the repository, being essential to perform comparable experiments. The proposed
software meets only the minimum requirements for building and testing the final
prototype and should not be used for other purposes. In addition, there are many
open research lines related to version control systems that are outside the scope of
our work. For example, we did not consider the unit of comparison (UC)5, which is
treated in Reiter et al. [52], because it is oriented on collaborative work when using
optimistic source management. With the optimistic approach the MVCS does not
lock the files when a user is making changes on them. For this reason those sys-
tems are more complex, since they need to compare files and perform merges when
necessary to prevent inconsistencies. That speeds up the development process and
encourages developers to take greater responsibility for the source code. Figure 4
shows examples of how the developed prototype works.

The MVCS prototype of this study correctly identifies new versions of a model,
avoiding both false positives and false negatives. Thus, this MVCS provides a total
control when changes to a model will cause the CI tool to start a new software
construction phase. To allow the CI tool to work with the developed prototype, we
have also developed a plug-in called ModelVersionControl.

To achieve the goals of the prototype, it was necessary to integrate the CI
practice and the MDE development approach. This required two types of tools;
a CI tool and a model-driven generator. Although there are many other tools that
could have been used, we decided to use CruiseControl6 for CI because it is a widely
used tool with great support from the Open Source community. We also decided
to use the Eclipse Modeling Project (EMP)7 [25] for the MDE generator because
it is the set of utilities that is closest to the Object Management Group (OMG)8

standards.

4.3 User-Friendly and Uniform Interface

There is great interest in achieving uniform and easy to understand user interfaces.
For example Neron et al. [46] emphasized achieving homogeneous user interfaces for
heterogeneous programs to minimize syntactic complexity for bioinformatics appli-
cations. In addition, there is a great deal of scientific work that aims to show how to

5 The UC is the smallest unit used to consider that there is a conflict between different
changes in the model

6 ThoughtWorks. http://ccnet.thoughtworks.com/ (November 19, 2012)
7 Specifically, we have relied on the tools that formerly gave rise to the openArchitec-

tureWare (oAW) tool, now part of EMP
8 Object Management Group. http://www.omg.org/ (January 13, 2013)
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Figure 5. Feedback obtained in the generation of artifacts

build user-friendly interfaces or how to create a user-friendly interface for a specific
knowledge domain (e.g., [47, 63, 74]).

Figure 5 shows how the CI tool displays feedback obtained from the artifact
generator in our prototype. In this case, the feedback taken from the generator
shows different types of messages: 1) information, 2) warning and 3) errors pro-
duced during generation. All the messages have a text, the name of the component
that produces the message and the timespan in which the message was produced.
On the left side it is possible to see all the other tools that are integrated with
the CI tool and therefore can display information in addition to the results of the
latest integrations made. The main idea is to use the CI tool interface to provide
feedback evenly, as it would with any other feature already integrated by default.
For example, the CruiseControl version we used (CruiseControl .NET or CCNET)
offers native support for utilities such as NCover9 or FxCop10. In this case, it is
easy to provide uniform feedback because it only requires the use of the extension

9 Gnoso. NCover http://www.ncover.com/ (January 6, 2012)
10 Microsoft Corporation. FxCop http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/

bb429476(VS.80).aspx (November 6, 2012)
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capabilities of CCNET to read and interpret the output provided by the genera-
tor.

In other words, it was almost only necessary to create a style sheet that processed
the contents to be shown from the output format of the generator.

4.4 Incremental Generation of Artifacts

There are many model-driven generators of artifacts. Some of them are commercial
and others are distributed freely; however, we found deficiencies in all of them.

• Tools with incremental generation features are integrated and very specific.
An example is objectiF11, a tool that only regenerates parts that are directly
modified in the model. The shortcomings of objectiF are that it only supports
changes in design time and does not take into account how a change in one part
of the model could affect other parts.

• Other tools generate artifacts according to a predetermined input pattern. That
means that they do not take into account the evolution of the models. For
example, that is how the oAW tools work, by default.

• No tools were found to be capable of processing two input models that con-
form to the same metamodel, calculating the differences between the models,
representing the differences in a suitable way, and generating artifacts based on
their differences. For example, the proposal of Cicchetti et al. [13] is intended to
represent changes, and the EMF Compare [70] is intended to compare models.

To incrementally build artifacts, it is essential to know the differences between
two versions of the same model to generate the corresponding artifacts based on
these differences. The problem of determining the differences, and indirectly the
correlation between models, is inherently complex and involves three main steps [8]:

1. calculate differences between the models,

2. represent these differences in a format that is easy to manipulate by computer
systems, and

3. visualize the differences in a human-friendly format.

The first and most crucial step, that is, calculating the differences between models,
is a difficult task that has no single-best solution because it depends on the specifics
of each particular problem [35]. There have been many studies related to this task.
A powerful tool, called EMF Compare [70], is already included in EMP for these
purposes. EMF Compare is specifically designed to compare models within the
EMP, using four generic heuristics (Name, Type, Relation and Content) that provide
solutions with high reliability.

11 microTOOL. objectiF http://www.microtool.de/objectiF/ (August 25, 2012)
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The visualization of differences is not important with respect to incremental
generation because this type of task does not require human intervention. How-
ever, the representation of differences is an important step. To avoid losing the
essence of the models, our proposal is based on common features that any repre-
sentation of differences between models should have [12] and is based on the tech-
nique proposed in Cicchetti et al. [13]. Given two models that conform to the same
metamodel, the difference between them generates another model that conforms to
another metamodel that was derived from the first metamodel. The upper right
part of Figure 6 reflects this idea whose explanation can be seen in detail in Sec-
tion 3 of Cicchetti et al. [12]. Thus, in Cicchetti et al. [13], the aim was to reflect
three possible types of differences between a model and a previous version of that
model. These differences were the possible deletion, addition, or modification of
an element.

For the purposes of completing the proposed work, we developed several plug-
ins, such as MetamodelExt, that can create an extended metamodel from a given
metamodel in which there are new metaclasses from each original metaclass. These
metaclasses are inherited from the originals and can represent the changes between
two models. ModelDiff can represent the changes between two models that conform
to the same metamodel, thus creating another model that conforms to the extended
metamodel created by MetamodelExt. The models arising from the changes will be
the first-class artifacts in the build process allowing all the elements that have been
updated to be captured in a single file.

4.5 Prototype Overview

Figure 6 shows the main work that was completed in this study. The work is
divided into four sections, one for each issue we addressed. To begin, we use models
created with any modeling tool that could undergo a transformation if necessary.
Next, the version control system for models manages the input models and detects
whether there is a new version of models. Then, the CI tool also detects it causing
the generation of artifacts. Feedback from the generation is shown, using a user-
friendly and homogeneous interface, compared to other tools used during the process.
Finally, using various available tools, such as EMF Compare, along with software
specifically developed for this purpose, artifacts are built incrementally. The idea is
to compare models using the EMF Compare algorithms and represent the differences
using the Cicchetti et al. [13] proposal as a basis. The Xpand12 engine is used to
perform model to text transformations and to generate the incremental software.

12 The Eclipse Foundation. Xpand http://wiki.eclipse.org/Xpand/ (December 16,
2012)
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Figure 6. Prototype overview

5 QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION

When we finished the prototype, we conducted three case studies to assess the
potential advantages gained by working with MDCI. The tests were designed to
compare the results of the proposed method to the other methods of the study, with
special interest in the traditional MDE approach, in terms of time and resources
needed to develop software. For this purpose, numerical values were derived from
changes in the models that guided the construction or modification of the software.
These parameters corresponded to the following factors:

1. the number of generated artifacts after a change in a model,

2. the size of such artifacts,

3. the generation time for the artifacts, and

4. the deployment time in the production environment.

We used these parameters because they are numerical values that indicate areas in
which the prototype may offer improvements. Thus, if the value of these parame-
ters is low, the changes will have less impact on the final system. For example, if
the number and size of the generated artifacts is very small and they have to be
distributed through a network to be deployed in a final system, then the time they
will take would be lower than if the number and size of the generated artifacts were
greater. The same applies to the time parameter. A very small time may mean
that the system impact is so minimal that end users would not even notice a loss of
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service. This list of parameters is not exclusive, and other parameters may be used
in future studies.

Table 1 shows the different possibilities for making a development under the
MDE approach. As suggested by prior studies, such as Karlesky and Williams [31],
many software developers do not currently know what a CI is, and many of those
who do know what a CI is do not use CIs because working with the current tools
can be quite complex. Thus, current MDE developments are usually performed
with technique 1 (Table 1). However, as discussed below, the use of CI with MDE
(technique 2) is very beneficial for development. The completion of the prototype
for this study also allowed for an evaluation of the benefits arising from the use of
techniques 3 and 4. Finally, technique 5 represents the use of MDCI.

Technique Description

1 Only MDE
2 MDE and continuous integration
3 MDE, continuous integration and in-

cremental generation of artifacts
4 MDE, continuous integration and

model version control system
5 MDCI. Equivalent to the union of

MDE, continuous integration, incre-
mental generation of artifacts and
model version control system

Table 1. Development possibilities with MDE

The first evaluation was conducted from a case study based entirely on a real
application called The Beer House13. This is a complete starter kit to create content
management systems (CMSs) and electronic commerce sites. This application can
be downloaded and used freely. Furthermore, some prior studies have used it as an
example (e.g., [4, 6, 38]). Therefore, we have an example of a complete and fully
functional application made with the ASP.NET MVC framework14 using the C#
language and the SQL Server database management system. To complete the case
study, during CI, various actions with the generated artifacts were performed using
tools like NCover, FxCop, MsTest15, NDepend16 or NDoc17.

13 TheBeerHouse: CMS & E-Commerce Starter Kit http://www.codeplex.com/

TheBeerHouse/ (January 14, 2013)
14 Microsoft Corporation. ASP.NET MVC http://www.asp.net/mvc/ (January 10,

2013)
15 Microsoft Corporation. MsTest http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/

ms182486.aspx (November 29, 2012)
16 SMACCHIA. NDepend http://www.ndepend.com/ (November 6, 2012)
17 NDoc http://ndoc.sourceforge.net/ (November 8, 2012)
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The second case study was based on a real application called Simple WebSite
Software (SWS)18, which aims to provide what is necessary to build simple Web
applications with a small amount of effort. SWS is created using the PHP19 language
with HTML and CSS style sheets to control the look and feel of the site. During
continuous integration, files generated in each case were introduced into a Web
server. This was time consuming during the deployment phase.

18 Gliedt, Terry and the University of Michigan. Simple WebSite Software http://

phpsws.sourceforge.net/ (May 9, 2012)
19 The PHP Group. PHP http://www.php.net/ (January 7, 2013)
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Figure 7. Confidence intervals of average values (α = 0.05)

The third case study was based on a real application called Tweeterati20, which
is a Twitter21 client developed using Windows Presentation Foundation [45] tech-
nology. As in the second case study, files were introduced into a Web server during
integration. In this case, because the code was interpreted rather than compiled, we
had to compile the regenerated assemblies when required.

20 Singh, Arunjeet. Tweeterati http://tweeterati.codeplex.com/ (April 6, 2012)
21 Twitter. http://www.twitter.com/ (January 19, 2013)
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Figure 7 shows an interesting result inferred from the three case studies, that
may be taken as a basis for further experiments or forecasts. We obtained confidence
intervals of average values (with 95 % confidence) that could be obtained in the future
for new case studies focusing on the number and size of the artifacts, the generation
time and the deployment time. Obviously, this figure would change if more case
studies were added, but after three case studies, the figure serves as a preliminary
estimation of the future trend. Table 2 shows the MDCI improvement factor, which
was always greater than 14 %.

Techn. Num. arti. Siz. arti. Gen. time Dep. time

1 357 216 2883 329 32 854 33 557
2 1 268 13 599 2 283 11 225
3 2 2 1 946 1 928
4 634 6 799 1 147 5 633
5 1 1 1 1

Table 2. MDCI improvement factor based on the technique

For clarity and due to word count limitations, the following sub-sections refer
only to the first case study. However, as Figure 7 suggests, the results can be
extrapolated to the other case studies because they had very homogeneous results.

5.1 Domain-Specific Language

To carry out the example, we built a DSL specially designed to perform the con-
figuration tasks of the CMS. Thus, depending on user input, the generator created
different configuration files and various SQL scripts that completed the application
data load in the corresponding database. Thus, it was a typical example of an
application of MDE, in which a user without programming knowledge was able to
program in a given domain by using a DSL specific to his or her needs. Figure 8
shows, for reasons of size, only a small fragment of metamodel used for building
the DSL. On it, it is possible to see the main concepts of the language such as Ba-
sicConfig, UsersConfig or SectionsConfig. Each of the main elements has a set of
sub-elements used to configure the different aspects that the system has.

The complete metamodel acts as the abstract syntax for the DSL created using
Xtext [27] as the development platform. Figure 9 shows a fragment of the grammar
used to build the concrete textual syntax of the DSL. From the grammar, textual
keywords for the language and the underlying metamodel can be inferred. Please,
see Koster [36] to know the details of how the technologies used to implement the
DSL work.

5.2 Tests Performed

To achieve the case study objectives, we made a number of sequential changes in
the input model used for generating the artifacts. These changes included additions,
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Figure 8. Capture of part of the metamodel used for the DSL

modifications or deletions of users, user profiles, articles, elements per page, cate-
gories of items, support for languages, polls, product shipments, payment methods,
newsletters, and departments. It is important to note that we completed the same
tests for each technique described in Table 1 to collect analyzable and comparable
data.

5.3 Results

The evolution of the model led to the acquisition of 150 results for the five different
techniques. The results table created has the following columns:

1. the number of test performed,

2. the technique used according to Table 1,

3. if the UV is such that it should detect that it has created a new version of the
input model,

4. the number of generated artifacts,

5. the size of the sum of the artifacts generated in bytes,

6. artifact generation time in milliseconds and

7. the deployment time for the artifact production machine in milliseconds.

This table with the values is very large so in the next section we use graphics to
facilitate the understanding of the results to the reader.
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Figure 9. Capture of part of the grammar used for the DSL

5.4 Analysis of Results

5.4.1 Number of Artifacts

The first graphs show the number of generated artifacts, depending on the input
parameters. Figure 10 a) shows that when the CI tool identifies that there has
been a change in the model, relevant artifacts will be generated depending on the
technique used. In this case, the techniques that worked the best were 3 and 5
because they incorporated the incremental generation of artifacts.

Using a MVCS (techniques 4 and 5), we detected that changes made by the user
of the modeling tool did not cause a new version of the software to be generated,
thus unnecessary regeneration of artifacts was avoided (Figure 10 b)). That may
happen for example when the model is modified because someone thinks that it is
better the way he or she thinks but it turns out to be only a syntactic change and
not a semantic one. In those cases, the generator should do nothing because even
when the models are different, changes do not involve a variation of the concepts.

Technique 5 behaved the best, under both criterion above, thus it is clear that
with this technique the smallest number of artifacts will be generated (Figure 10 c)).

Figure 10 d) shows the number of artifacts that have been regenerated using
traditional techniques instead of CI with MDE. The scale used in the graphic is much
higher than in the previous cases. The reason is because working only with MDE
we take into account that all the artifacts are manipulated, copied, uploaded, etc.
whenever there is a change in the input model. However, with the other alternatives
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b)

we are working with the union of MDE and CI. Thus, even if there is no incremental
generation of artifacts or the version control system is not specific for models, only
specific related artifacts are treated. However, with a traditional approach, it is
usually necessary to generate new artifacts from models and put them together
with the other items, either specific for a customer or for the entire product family.
Although, of course, this is not always the case and it only happens in the worst
case, we only try to illustrate that using only MDE is a more hands-on approach.
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the model, b) Number of artifacts generated without version change in the model,
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(without continuous integration)
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A) Size of artifacts (bytes) with version change in the model B) Size of artifacts (bytes) without version change in the model

C) Average size of artifacts (bytes) D) Average size of artifacts (bytes) (without continuous integration)
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5.4.2 Size of Artifacts

The next graphs show the total size of the generated artifacts, in bytes, depending on
the input parameters. Figure 11 a) shows that when the CI tool identified that there
had been a change in the model, artifacts were generated. As previously mentioned,
techniques 3 and 5 worked the best. The results regarding the size of the artifacts
in other cases (Figures 11 b), 11 c) and 11 d)) were also directly proportional to the
number of artifacts in this case study.
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A) Size of artifacts (bytes) with version change in the model B) Size of artifacts (bytes) without version change in the model

C) Average size of artifacts (bytes) D) Average size of artifacts (bytes) (without continuous integration)
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Figure 11. Size of artifacts; a) Size of artifacts (bytes) with version change in the model,
b) Size of artifacts (bytes) without version change in the model, c) Average size of
artifacts (bytes), d) Average size of artifacts (bytes) (without continuous integra-
tion)
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A) Generation time (ms) with version change in the model B) Generation time (ms) without version change in the model

C) Average generation time (ms) D) Average generation time (ms) (without continuous integration)
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5.4.3 Generation Time

The graphs in the third group show the time needed, in milliseconds, to generate
the artifacts when the input models are changed. The results did not vary much
as a function of this parameter (Figure 12 a)). We also observed that the results
for techniques 3 and 5, while very similar, were not identical because it is highly
unlikely that probabilistically different runs on a machine will result in exactly the
same times. Figures 12 b), 12 c) and 12 d) show the other values obtained.
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A) Generation time (ms) with version change in the model B) Generation time (ms) without version change in the model

C) Average generation time (ms) D) Average generation time (ms) (without continuous integration)
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Figure 12. Generation time; a) Generation time (ms) with version change in the model,
b) Generation time (ms) without version change in the model, c) Average genera-
tion time (ms), d) Average generation time (ms) (without continuous integration)
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5.4.4 Deployment Time

The graphs in the fourth group show the time needed, in milliseconds, to deploy the
artifacts when the input models are modified. Figures 13 a), 13 b), 13 c) and 13 d)
show the obtained output.
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A) Deployment time (ms) with version change in the model B) Deployment time (ms) without version change in the model
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Figure 13. Deployment time; a) Deployment time (ms) with version change in the model,
b) Deployment time (ms) without version change in the model, c) Average deploy-
ment time (ms), d) Average deployment time (ms) (without continuous integration)
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5.4.5 Summary of Results

We have shown that technique 5 (MDCI) was the best in all the tests for the four
output parameters. Additionally, the traditional technique performed the worst.
Moreover, by incorporating CI in development, results are improved. Incorporating
a MVCS or an incremental generator also improved the results, creating a better
tool in either case.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

With the goal of creating a prototype that met the objectives, we have presented
various problems encountered. These problems included the following:

1. selection of an MDE initiative,

2. version control systems for models,

3. user-friendly and uniform interface, and

4. incremental generation of artifacts.

Finally, a quantitative evaluation was carried out, which suggested various numerical
advantages of using MDCI rather than other types of development strategies.

In this study, our key research objectives were achieved. The prototype inte-
grates model-driven developments in a more appropriate way. Thus, it allows domain
experts to modify software systems without any help from technical staff. Tradi-
tionally, although CI has been used in a development, domain experts could not
participate for themselves in the evolution of the system. By bridging the gap be-
tween MDE and CI, the domain experts that understand the semantics of a DSL [68]
can also make changes in the system without many technical skills. We believe that
we have fulfilled our two main objectives as follows:

• Integrate model-driven projects: with the incorporation of the continuous in-
tegration, model version control systems and incremental code generators, it is
possible for different members of the development team to be able to properly
integrate model-driven projects in a distributed and continuous way, as they do
for traditional developments, but working in a model-driven development rather
than a code-driven one. The numerical values of the results also suggest the
benefits of integration reducing times for testing and generation of artifacts.

• Allow domain experts to modify software systems: with the incorporation of
the continuous integration, model version control systems and incremental code
generators, it is possible for different experts in a domain to be able to change
software models (languages with a high level of abstraction are used) created for
that domain in a distributed way, causing applications to change dynamically
and transparently to the users of modeling tools. The continuous integration
tool is responsible for orchestrating the entire process. Thus, changes in models
representing the domain of the problem does not require the regeneration of
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all the artifacts and the redeployment of the application; allowing customers to
modify, in many cases, software systems by themselves without any help from
technical staff.

Although some benefits have been suggested, there is still much work to be
done. Based on the lessons learned in this work, we are able to describe a MDCI
process that will answer the typical process related questions such as who, what,
where, when, and why. In addition, the inputs and outputs, the methods, and the
measurements could be described. It would also be useful to define a procedure
based on this process.

The tests conducted may be sufficient to suggest the advantages provided by
MDCI, but it would be interesting to conduct more case studies in different fields
with the aim of performing quantitative and qualitative analyses on the differences
between using traditional methods and using more advanced features like CI, MDE,
MVCS, or MDCI. Other interesting topics would be the analysis of how to optimize
and ensure quality of development, or how to measure the potential ROI for the
industry.

Finally, it should be noted that to implement the prototype presented in this
work, the simultaneous interaction of about 30 software components was required.
Some of these applications were built specifically for this work. However, previously
existing tools have very different origins and are designed for very heterogeneous
purposes. Setting up all the tools to work properly was a very difficult task that
required people with expertise in diverse technologies. Thus, it would be interesting
to avoid or reduce the effort of users by standardizing the interaction between the
tools.
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